
Supply chain optimization has 
never been more important. 
The past two years have 
proven that. And to stay on 
top of your supply chain, to 
be able to optimize, minimize 
risks, and maximize profits,
it takes data.

With TransImpact’s Supply 
Chain Forecasting & Planning 
products, your company gains 
the finest forecasting and 
demand planning solutions in 
the world. Each of our 
products can be 
hand-tailored to fit your 
business, your ERP, and your 
reporting requirements.
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Based upon your business rules, 
TransImpact’s Sales & Operations Planning 
software delivers net purchase requirements 
for single or multi-level warehouses. You 
define your hierarchy at any level, such as 
customer, sales rep, warehouse, category, 
and more.

It is also designed to manage by exception. 
Action items quickly identify areas that require 
attention, allowing you to simply skip from one 
action item to the next to  avoid issues that 
affect the bottom line and customer fill rates.

Whether you manage a small system or a 
large enterprise, TransImpact’s Supply 
Planning software will enable your business 
to manage inventory and forecast demand 
through a user-friendly interface.

Sales & Operations
Planning

TransImpact’s Demand Forecasting software 
helps businesses worldwide predict demand 
and plan ahead, using a combination of more 
than 250 algorithms. Each of these 
algorithms has been developed as a direct 
result of working with our clients and creating 
simple supply chain software solutions to 
their specific needs. And we continue to add 
algorithms as the supply chain needs evolve. 

-  Forecast by any key indicator important to  
 your business model.
-  Use in addition to business budgeting   
 software or as financial projection software.
-  Generate forecasts for up to 60 months in  
 the future.
-  Connect with an ERP or business   
 intelligence tool or use our easy import tool.
-  Utilize customizable reporting tools to   
 prioritize items, compare forecasts,   
 determine forecasting software accuracy,  
 optimize safety stock, and identify outliers.
-  Make adjustments to sales history and the  
 forecast to collaborate with team members  
 and improve forecast accuracy.

Demand Forecasting

More Than
250 Forecasting 
Algorithms

Lack of real-time insights into inventory levels 
can cripple your business with overstock and 
out-of-stock scenarios. TransImpact’s 
forecasting and inventory planning tools 
provide stunning visuals and alerts to 
facilitate inventory optimization and empower 
demand planners to accurately replenish both 
finished goods and raw materials in daily, 
weekly, or monthly intervals.

The Right Products, 
in the Right Place, 
at the Right Time.

Inventory Planning

Clear Visibility & 
Adaptability for 
Your Business


